…water turbines with exceptional efficiencies

The Francis turbine is a type of water turbine that was developed by James B. Francis in Iovell, Massachusetts.
It is an inward‐flow reaction turbine that combines radial and axial flow concepts.

Range


Head up to 250 m



Output up to 10 MW

Runner and vanes

Design
 Model testing, simulations
 Calculation according to typical turbine performance hill curve diagrams

Effiency guarantee:

 Numerical analysis



According to standard IEC 41/1991

 Calculation of losses



Based on model testing

 Efficiency curves, efficiency measurements



 Load rejection

Material:

 Phase-frequency analysis



1.4313 X3CrNiMo13-14



1.4301X5CrNi18-10

 Stability test



1.2208 G-X CrNiMo18-10

 Plant performance



Optiona carbide-cobalt chrome coating via

 Mussel diagram

TM

HVOF (Caboflam )


mentation

Methods of processing:


Made of two parts, split the middle of the runner blades



Prefabricated blades of proper hydraulic shape welded to runner hub and runner rim



 3D design and preparaton of technical docu-

Dynamically balanced


Installed:


Tollock-Locking Assemblies



Friction coupling, mounted using oil pressure
drive up method

 External review

Distributor with the regulating mechanism
 Regulating mechanism can be on the suction side or pressure side of the turbine

 Regulating mechanism can be regulating ring from one
part or chain connected by ties


Guide vanes are embedded in the bearings which are
placed in the turbine covers



For less influence to the environment and easier maintenance, PTFE bushes are installed



 Designed as a welded structure, optional

The guide vane shaft is dynamically sealed by a Quadring

made of stainless steel, operation on

seal

potable water systems



The lever is fixed by a clamp



The clamp is selected from the standard collection with
the torque carrying capacity to ensure the normal operati-



Spiral casing and draft tube



The parts are welded together with the
quality precise welding seams



For revision in the case of malfunction, to

on of the mechanism

remove eventual particles, or any other

To

reason there is a revision hole installed

prevent

overload
some

the

on the spiral casing

during
foreig n



On the side of the spiral casing there is

parts stuck inside

additional steel structure welded as fix-

the distributor the

ing point to connect the distributor hy-

shear

draulic cylinder

pins

installed

are


The shape of the spiral casing is defined
according to the model tested hydraulic
shape



Its characteristic geometry enables an
optimal water flow all around the runner

Covers and seals
 Turbine covers are fixed to the spiral casing by flanges on
the stay ring

 The covers are welded of the carbon, optional stainless
steel plates and precisely machined to achieve the sufficient accuracy of the guide vanes bearings

 To protect the runner sealing surface from wearing out the
labyrinths are made of bronze

 Turbine seal is of a stuffing box design, optional Novilon
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